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Facing the past is going to be one epic quest.Griffin Blake may be a descendant of the
legendary Hercules, but he’s never felt like much of a hero. How could he, when he’s the reason
his parents got smoted off the face of the earth? He’s spent the last decade punishing himself
for a mistake he can’t undo. Until he learns the gods are finally ready to give him a chance to
make things right.When he heads to Olympus, ready to do whatever it takes, Hera offers him a
deal. Help her son seek and successfully complete a quest to regain his immortality—the very
immortality that Griffin’s childhood prank stole—and she’ll bring his parents back.Now he and
Hera’s son have to embark on a dangerous adventure through ancient myth that will test their
determination, stamina, and courage. All without the help of magical powers or modern
technology. Can Griffin survive this chance to prove worthy of his heroic heritage and earn the
forgiveness he so desperately seeks?Becoming the hero he’s always wanted to be might be the
biggest challenge of all.Never Say Hero is a standalone novella in Tera Lynn Childs’s popular
Oh. My. Gods. series. If you like mythology, adventure, and determined heroes who try to do the
right thing, you’ll love the descendants of the gods who live, laugh, and love on the supposedly-
uninhabited Greek island of Serfopoula.Buy this mythtastic tale to join the magical adventure
today!

From School Library JournalGr 5 Up—The third volume of this series on Chinese history quickly
summarizes the previous installments before starting its coverage of the Five Dynasties and Ten
Kingdoms period (907–960 CE), the Song Dynasty (960–1279 CE), and the Yuan Dynasty
(1206–1368 CE). While addressing political and geographic upheavals, Liu reveals just enough
information to make readers aware of the devastating effects of being conquered, without getting
into details that might be too upsetting for younger audiences. He also touches on the theory
that the practice of foot-binding was started to protect women, as the custom rendered them
unable to ride a horse, making them harder to kidnap as trophies of war. Liu focuses on the
foreign invasions that mark this period and the resulting academic, governing, and economic
changes that were made to give the people a sense of Chinese cultural and national identity.
Overall the text is clear, with a few stumbles during descriptions of dynastic upheavals and
border wars, which are somewhat light on information. Character comments and antics in the
artwork add humor , which readers will appreciate. The author's comedic tone and tendency to
stick to key moments and broad trends help him keep a lively pace even when covering dry
subjects. VERDICT Like previous installments, this volume features uncluttered artwork and
lucid explanations, making it a wonderful and enjoyable option for middle and high school
readers seeking a general overview of Chinese history.—Jennifer Rothschild, Arlington County
Public Libraries, VA --This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"A great way to learn about



China's vast history!" —Amy Tan, author of The Joy Luck Club "Excels at clarifying the often-
confusing transitional periods between dynasties… An excellent introduction to the large trends
of early Chinese history.” — "Chinese language is being taught in all but one state... A comic
format teaching China's history is the perfect companion." —US-China Review "Combines
breezy style with historical rigor to strike just the right gong-tone for a middle school audience
approaching the vast scope of Chinese history." — 5/5 Stars "An invaluable source... Chinese
history is a vast subject, but Jing Liu has a skillful ability to condense it all into an interesting and
manageable narrative." — "The combination of silhouettes—often threatening, martial ones—
with open-faced, expressively individualized figures of many social classes adds dramatic
tension while neatly balancing the big-picture narrative. There's a lot to absorb even in this
abbreviated form, but the visual approach lightens the load considerably." — "The lucid,
economical text makes one eager for successive volumes." — "Simple and effective…This
direct, appealing introduction to the foundations of one of the world’s oldest civilizations is
recommended for teens and adults." — "Given China's superpower ambitions, it goes without
saying that our politicians must pick up a copy." —HuffPost "A clear and concise survey of
Chinese history and culture that is sure to please." — 4.5/5 Stars "A very nice way to establish
a foundation to understanding China’s history and a possible gateway to more intense study and
comprehension of a very complex subject."— "The book does what it says it does: a child will
come away with a basic understanding of early Chinese history, what makes the Chinese tick as
a people and culture." — "It is certainly a fascinating look at Chinese history, and doing it in
comics has certainly made it more accessible to people, especially for the Western world." —
Radio Australia Teacher and Professor Testimonials "This book is “The Magic School Bus” for
those starting to explore Chinese culture." —Dan Cao, Instructor at Confucius Institute at UC
Davis "An excellent history that clearly explains the great (and ordinary) people who have made
China what it is and the conflicts and debates that have shaped Chinese history. There is
nothing else like it in English or Chinese." —Alan Baumler, Professor of History at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania "No more burying yourself in text-heavy history books to learn about
China, this comic-style book manages to be rich in information and bring Chinese history to
readers in a more clear, fun, and accessible way than it’s ever been done before. Easily
integrated into a social studies or Chinese culture curriculum, I can’t wait to get a copy for my
class." —Grace Zeng, Chinese Teacher and Middle School Chinese Curriculum Area Leader at
International School of Beijing "Jing Liu has brought to life the long and complex early period
of Chinese history in this wonderful graphic novel. Foundations of Chinese Civilization is a
delight to read; humorous, informative, and truly captivating." —Alexandra Pearson, Founder of
The Bookworm Literary Festival "Since the 1990s, Jing Liu has been entertaining and informing
foreigners about China with his cartoons. His new series of comic books is a fun, easy,
accessible way to gain a basic understanding of Chinese history and culture." —Jeremy
Goldkorn, Founder of Danwei "This comic series is fantastic to use in the classroom. My
students are drawn to this book - not only do they enjoy this graphic-novel style, it also helps



them understand difficult historical concepts. What a fun supplement to the regular textbook!" —
Leslie Burgoine, Middle School History Teacher, Portland, Oregon "I was really impressed with
how the author explained, taught, explored and visually told the story of China. Impressive and
very informative. It was not only a page turner for me, but my students would run into class to get
their hands on a copy to keep reading!" —Sasha Johnson, World History Teacher at Black Pine
Circle School, Berkeley, CA --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJing
Liu is an artist and entrepreneur from Beijing, China. He is currently the Managing Director of
Moli Design, a China-based design firm that counts the BBC, MasterCard, The Ford Foundation,
PriceWaterhouseCoopers, and UNICEF among its many clients. Liu graduated from Beijing
University of Technology with undergraduate degrees in industrial design and engineering, and
a masters in international economics and trade. Division to Unification in Imperial China is his
second book. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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CONTENTSChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter
8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15MapA Note From
TLCThank YousAbout the AuthorMore by TLCONEGriffin Blake sat in the reception room
outside Hera’s office and tried not to fidget. There were no magazines to read, no wall-mounted
TV displaying the news, no other would-be supplicants waiting their turn. Nothing to focus on but
his own thoughts, and they weren’t very good company at the moment.After waiting two hours
for an audience with the queen of the gods—after waiting two days to even get an appointment
to wait—he was going half out of his mind.He didn’t blame Hera for keeping him waiting. He
wouldn’t be surprised if she kept him waiting for weeks. Time meant next-to-nothing to an
Olympian. In her mind, a life of never-ending purgatory was no more than he deserved.In his
mind, too.When he first learned that the gods might finally be willing to hear his plea to have his
parents’ smoting reversed, he autoported to Olympus immediately. He jumped at the chance to
make his every single birthday, dandelion, and shooting star wish since he was seven finally
come true.He hadn’t felt hope like this since the day his parents vanished from the face of the
earth more than ten years ago. If there was even the remotest possibility that he could bring
them back—that he might once again feel his mother’s arms around him and see his father’s
smiling face—he didn’t want to wait one millisecond longer than necessary.Hera, apparently,
was in no rush.Griffin didn’t care. He could wait. He would sit there until eternity and beyond if he
had to. Whatever it took.Hera’s assistant—a middle-aged descendant of the queen herself, with
wild red hair and a kind smile—cleared her throat.“The goddess will see you now,” she told
him.His heart raced as he leapt to his feet.“Thank you, Agnes.”She looked over her glasses at
him, her brows drawn together with worry. Or maybe judgment. Okay, sure. Maybe wearing jeans
and a rugby shirt wasn’t the most formal way he could greet the goddess. But his impulsive
autoporting from the ice cream parlor on Serfopoula hadn’t included a pit stop to change
clothes.His legs wobbled slightly as he crossed to the door. It felt like he’d just finished a race
and his muscles had turned to pudding.And he had the sweaty palms to match. What if they
were too slippery to turn the handle? He wiped them on his jeans. But before he could even
reach out to try, the door swung open.Heart pounding even faster, he took a calming breath and
stepped inside.The door slammed shut behind him.Hera sat behind a massive white marble
desk dotted with turquoise and gold accessories. The room glowed with light from the wall of
windows beside the desk, softened on its way in by breezy curtains.The goddess looked just as
he remembered—not surprising since the gods didn’t age. Dark hair coiled into a loose bun.
Wearing a traditional-style gown—this one in a rich peacock blue—with a golden brooch
securing each shoulder. Face molded into a severe expression.She didn’t look up from the
parchment she was studying.Griffin shifted uncomfortably. Should he stand there and wait to be
invited over? Should he sit? Should he hold his breath?Thinking it would be awkward to keep
standing just inside the door, he decided to sit. He crossed to the pair of gilded chairs that faced
Hera’s desk. The chair nearest the windows was occupied by a giant, glorious peacock.He
chose the unoccupied chair. As he sat, the peacock studied him.Griffin tried to ignore the bird



and focused his attention on Hera. He wanted to be ready the moment she decided to speak.
Whenever that would be.Which might be another eternity.The queen kept working as if he
weren’t there. Without looking up, she reached for a peacock feather quill that sat in a marble
stand and dipped it carefully in a turquoise inkpot.Waiting was killing him. With every skritch-
scratch of the quill, he grew more impatient. More anxious.Maybe she hadn’t noticed him enter.
Sure, she had been the one to open and close the door telekinetically—no way would Agnes
dare to do that herself—but that didn’t mean Hera had actually seen him come in.He cleared his
throat.Her focus did not waver.Skritch-scratch, skritch-scratch, skritch-scratch.Finally, when he
couldn’t stand it any longer, he decided to risk speaking. But as he opened his mouth to make
his presence known, the peacock screamed. A sharp, ear-piercing screech.When Griffin looked
at it, the bird knowingly shook its head.He took that as a sign and closed his mouth.After what
felt like an actual infinity, Hera finally set her quill back into the stand. She rolled up the
parchment and handed it to the peacock. The bird turned and took off, flying out the open
window into the bright blue Olympian sky.When Griffin looked back at the desk, he found the
queen’s dark eyes intently focused on him. It took all his willpower not to react to her scrutiny.She
didn’t speak. Didn’t blink. Didn’t do anything but stare.He shifted uncomfortably again. He had to
say something.“Great goddess, my name is Griff—”She cut him off with a humorless laugh.“I
know who you are, Griffin Blake.” Her eyes narrowed. “How could I ever forget the one who stole
my son’s immortality?”Her words hit him like a slap. He knew he deserved the goddess queen’s
anger—had been expecting it, even. But he hadn’t been prepared for her to say it so bluntly.His
mind flashed back to that afternoon so many years ago, when he and Nicole had snuck into the
baby’s room and fed it ambrosia. They thought they were doing a good thing. The gods and
goddesses loved ambrosia, but the poor baby never got a taste. It seemed only fair.At seven
years old, they hadn’t realized there might be a reason.“We didn’t know,” he whispered. “It’s no
excuse, but we didn’t know.”Punishment had been swift and severe. Not for Griffin or Nicole. For
their parents. Hers had been banished from Olympus and the hematheos world, forced to live in
the nothos world among ordinary humans. His had been smoted from existence.For more than a
decade, Griffin believed their fates were irreversible. Carved in stone, never to be lifted or
altered.But then everything changed. Thanks to a quick trip through time and some other
mythological hijinks, the exile order on Nicole’s parents was reversed. And Griffin learned that
the gods—Zeus in particular—might be willing to grant him the same favor. He was the only
living descendant of Hercules, after all, and it was widely known that great Herc was Zeus’s
favorite son.So he had sought an audience with the god king, who swiftly told him—three days
later, when Griffin finally got to see him—that none but Hera could grant that request. The other
Olympians wouldn’t dare overrule her on this.Now Griffin sat across a vast marble desk from the
only being who could make more than ten years of wishes come true. Holding his breath.“You
are correct,” she said slowly. “Ignorance is no excuse. Nor does it annul your mistake.”“I wish I
could.” Griffin leaned forward. “I would give anything—do anything—to fix the past.”Her
expression snapped into a glare, fierce eyes spearing into him for daring to interrupt her. When



he sat back in his chair, she continued.“Yet, I must acknowledge that you were but children.” She
leaned back in her own chair, decorated with ornately carved lilies and dotted with ruby
pomegranate seeds. “But a few years older than my boy was at the time.”Griffin could still picture
him, the little toddler with golden curls, sleeping like an angel in his gilded crib. Could still hear
the chimes twinkling in the soft breeze. Could still smell the honey-sweet nectar as he delivered
the drops to the baby.So many lives had changed in that instant.“Yes, I was a child,” he told the
queen, “but I was responsible. I am responsible.” He leaned forward again. “My parents should
not have been punished in my place.”Hera pursed her lips. “Ah, finally, we arrive at the purpose
of your visit.”Griffin drew in a sharp breath. He wanted to ask for the reversal outright, but he
didn’t know how the queen would respond. Would she be angry? Irritated? Amused? He didn’t
want to say the wrong thing in the wrong way. But he didn’t even know if there was a right thing or
a right way.In the end, impatience won out. Griffin had waited too long already to play any more
games. He decided to try straightforward honesty.“Your highness, I would like to request a
—”“Reversal,” the queen finished. “Yes, I know.”His breath whooshed out of him. Of course she
knew. She was the master of psychospection, after all. His own ability with that power was
nonexistent in comparison. She’d probably been reading his mind since long before he walked
through her door.He’d put himself through all that dread for nothing. Now all he felt was relief.
Everything was out in the open. Now he just had to cross his fingers and hope.Instead of
commenting on his request, Hera pulled open a desk drawer and reached inside. A moment
later, she popped a small amber-colored candy into her mouth.Griffin sat on his hands as he
waited for her response. His patience was at the raggedy edge, but he would sit there until he
turned to dust if it meant a chance to get his parents back.Moving the candy to one side of her
mouth, the queen finally spoke.“Most people misunderstand smoting,” she said. “They equate
the punishment with death or destruction.”“It’s not?”Over the years, Griffin had wondered. He’d
been so young when it all happened that he didn’t know enough to ask what smoting actually
meant. Aunt Lili certainly hadn’t explained it to him. She was lost in her own grief while struggling
with her new responsibility to raise a child.Then, as he grew older and had questions, Lili wanted
to talk less and less about his parents. He knew she still loved his mother, her half-sister, as
much as he did. But it was as if she wanted to forget what happened and the pain it caused.He
didn’t blame her. If he could forget his guilt, he would.“Not at all,” Hera explained. “Smoting is
more of a state of… suspended animation.”“Like how Han was frozen in carbonite?” Griffin
asked.The queen frowned at him. “I do not understand the reference. What is han, and where is
carbonite?”“It doesn’t matter.” He scooted to the edge of his chair again. “Is it possible to
reverse? Can someone be—” He swallowed hard. “—unsmoted?”The queen shrugged, as if
he’d asked her how she liked the weather on Mt. Olympus. As if this weren’t the most important
question he had ever asked in his life.“Of course,” she said, before biting down on the candy with
a sharp crunch.With those two words, Griffin’s heart erupted in his chest. Hope exploded in his
mind.He tried to remind himself not to get too excited. Even if it was possible, that didn’t mean it
was probable. The Olympians were famous for grudge-holding.But learning that the thing he had



wanted more than anything for most of his life, the thing he’d thought beyond impossible, was
actually attainable, was almost more than he could process. He rubbed his hands over his face
as he listened to the queen crunch her candy into oblivion.When she seemed to be done, he
looked up.She was studying him again.“It seems we are at an intersection,” Hera said, as she
slipped another candy into her mouth. “You want something from me. And I want something from
you.”“Anything,” he blurted.“Even help my son recover his immortality?”Griffin jerked back. “How
would—” He shook his head. “Could it—”The queen watched him with steady eyes, casually
sucking on her ambrosia candy while he considered her question.“Is that even possible?” he
finally managed to ask.“Only one being has the power to return the gift you stole.” She glanced
away from him, out the open window. “The Oracle of Delphi.”The Oracle of Delphi.A shiver of…
not fear, exactly, but trepidation shot down Griffin’s spine. The Oracle was not one to mess
with.“My son, Calix, is thirteen this year,” Hera said.Her voice sounded sad, almost wistful. Not a
trait often associated with the Olympian queen.“At last of age,” she explained, “to seek an
oracle’s quest.”Maybe it wasn’t sadness he had heard in the goddess’s voice. Maybe it was fear.
The Oracle’s quests were notoriously impossible. Notoriously dangerous. Notoriously notorious.
Few had sought them out. Fewer still had successfully completed them.“Guide Calix through the
ordeal,” Hera said, bringing Griffin’s attention back to her. “Accompany him on the quest. Protect
him from harm. See him succeed, and you shall see your parents once again.”Could it really be
that simple?Not that an Oracle’s quest was ever simple. But the goddess queen’s deal seemed
straightforward. Help Hera’s son complete an Oracle’s quest to regain his immortality, and
Griffin’s parents’ smoting would be reversed.Simple as that.So when she asked, “Do you
accept?” he didn’t hesitate.“Yes.” He grinned. “Yes, and thank you.”The queen smiled almost
softly.“Do not thank me until the deed is done. You may be the descendant of a hero, but
mayhaps even Heracles himself could not complete this task.”“I will,” Griffin insisted as he
pushed to his feet. “I’ll do whatever it takes.”He held out his hand and was only a little surprised
when the queen took it in hers.“Good luck, Griffin Blake.” She squeezed his hand. “You shall
need it.”There was that shiver down his spine again. Griffin ignored it. For the first time in more
than a decade, he had hope. He had a deal with a goddess to get his parents back.No matter
what it took, he would succeed.He wouldn’t let his parents down again.TWO“You’re lucky, you
know?” Agnes smiled up at Griffin as he walked out of Hera’s office. “The queen is in a
particularly good mood today.”That was a good mood? Griffin didn’t want to see her on a bad
day.“Did she get a nice offering or something?” he asked.“No…” Agnes gave him a
conspiratorial look. “She spent all morning finalizing a smoting order. Meting out punishments
always cheers her up.”Griffin tried to smile, but he had a feeling it looked more like a wince.Of
course ordering life-altering punishments put Hera in a good mood. He shouldn’t be surprised.
He just had to hope that helping Calix complete his quest would make her happy for a much less
panic-inducing reason.And the sooner he started, the sooner he would see his parents
again.“Do you know where I can find the queen’s son?” he asked.Agnes beamed. “I sure
do.”When she didn’t move or say anything more, he asked, “Could you tell me?”“I could,” she



agreed.“Would you?” Griffin flashed her his most charming smile. “Please.”At that, she winked
and then turned to one of several piles of papers stacked high along the edge of her desk. She
shuffled through the tower, clearly looking for one paper in particular.“Now, where did I put
that…?”Griffin shifted from one foot to the other. He was eager to get going. Judging by the state
of her desk, Agnes didn’t seem to be the most organized person he’d ever met. That title
belonged to the Academy’s librarian, Mrs. Philipoulos—she could find a scroll in the Library of
Alexandria archives in two seconds flat.Agnes, on the other hand, was having trouble finding
something on her own desk. The longer she took, the more impatient Griffin grew. Maybe he was
better off wandering around the palace until he found the boy.Just as he was about to call off the
search, Agnes yanked a sheet out of the stack.“Aha!” She waved it over her head. “Found it.”The
great discovery appeared to be a map. Griffin could make out the outlines of several buildings,
some rock formations, and what looked like a giant pool.He would recognize that place
blindfolded. It was a map of Mt. Olympus itself.Agnes set the map down on the desk and started
tracing her fingertip over the surface.“Let’s see…,” she hummed. “Where has that boy gotten to
now?”Griffin stepped closer to get a better view. As he did, he saw the map showed more than
shapes and spaces. More than just the buildings and grounds of the Olympic headquarters.
There were dozens of small symbols in varying colors scattered across the map. Each had a
small label.He was just leaning in to read one of them when the symbol moved. An owl’s head,
labeled Αθηνη, slowly made its way along one of the many hallways in the palace. Athena was in
the building.Before he could identify any other symbols, Agnes stabbed her finger to a
spot.“There he is!” She grinned up at Griffin. “You’ll find Calix in the arcade.”Griffin blinked.
“There’s an arcade on Mt. Olympus?”“Of course, silly,” Agnes said with a dismissive pshhh as
she rolled up the map. “It’s been here for ages.”In all the years his family had lived here, he never
knew that. Maybe if he and Nicole had video games to play, they wouldn’t have been tempted to
make up their own adventures—like the one that led to this whole mess in the first place.“Take a
right in the hall.” She gestured to the door. “Then turn left at the dead end. The door will be right
in front of you.”“Thanks,” he told her with a grateful smile.“Any time.” She waved the rolled-up
map at him. “Have fun!”He nodded and set off on his quest.Griffin followed the directions Agnes
had given him and found himself not in a room full of video game machines, but stepping out into
the open air. Into the palace’s manicured central courtyard.Mt. Olympus was a massive complex.
So, of course, the main courtyard was huge. Probably almost as big as the entire quad at the
Academy.From where he stood, Griffin could see groves of fruit and nut trees with flower-lined
paths winding through them. The sound of flowing water suggested there was a stream or a
fountain—or both—somewhere within.Griffin turned at the clop-clop sound of hooves. A silver-
winged pegasus emerged out of a grove, chomping on a freshly plucked apple. It startled when it
saw Griffin. In a flurry of wings and hooves, it dropped the apple and leapt, flapping its wings to
take off into the sky.When his family lived on the mountain, Griffin used to come out here to play
all the time. No corner had been left unexplored. He’d been gone for so long that he forgot many
of the magical things that lived and happened on Olympus.But he wasn’t here to spot an elusive



rainbow-horned monocerata. Or to wander down memory lane. He had a mission.“In the arcade,
huh?” Griffin mused to himself.A memory surfaced of a lesson on architecture in his Greek
history class. An arcade wasn’t just a place to play video games. It was also a kind of hallway
made of arches and columns.Which pretty much described the colonnade that lined the
courtyard on all sides.Trusting Agnes’s map—and her directions—Griffin made his way along
the perimeter, searching for Hera’s son.Halfway around the arcade, he turned a corner and
spotted blond curls peeking out from behind a column. Darker blond than he remembered, but
they could belong to none other than Hera’s son.His heart pounded into his throat.He hadn’t
expected this feeling. Guilt. Definitely guilt.It was bad enough to face Hera. Her anger, he could
almost deal with.Now he had to look into the eyes of the boy whose immortality he’d snatched
away. Griffin had been dealing with the consequences of his actions for more than a decade, but
never quite as face-to-face as this.Hopefully, the fact that he was there to help make things right
would count for something.Part of him wanted to stand there forever, frozen in an in-between
moment. Between the past and the future, the cause and the effect. Between the half-life he’d
been living and the one he never even dared to hope for.But a bigger, stronger, more desperate
part of him was willing to risk anything—his life, his freedom, and certainly his comfort—to get
his parents back. So, with a deep breath for courage, Griffin stepped out of the shadows and
confronted the original victim of his childhood mistake.The boy—now almost a young man of
thirteen—didn’t notice Griffin’s approach. With his face buried in a book, he seemed too
preoccupied with his reading to notice anything.Griffin cleared his throat.Calix startled so
severely that he dropped his book and fell off the balustrade he’d been sitting on.“Omigoddess!”
the boy exclaimed as he scrambled to his feet. “I didn’t hear you walk up.”“Clearly,” Griffin said
with a smile. He picked up the book and noted the title. “The Lost Poems of Sappho, huh? Any
good?”Calix’s face positively lit up. “They are amazing!”“Better than Meleager?”“Pfft!” Calix
waved his hand dismissively. “Meleager is a hack. Sappho is the master.”Griffin smiled as he
handed the book back to Calix. He liked the boy immediately. “Too bad the nothos world can’t
read her complete works.”“Right?!” he replied with a wide-eyed grin. Calix clutched the book to
his chest as if it were his most precious possession. “I’m Calix. I haven’t seen you around here
before.”“I haven’t lived here for a while now.” He hesitated, letting his courage build up just a little
more, before saying, “I’m Griffin.”He held his breath, waiting for recognition to dawn in Calix’s
bright green eyes. Waiting for the delight to be replaced by anger. Surely the name of the thief
who stole his immortality had been burned into his mind like the sear of Hephaestus’s forge.
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Ebook Tops Reader Guzzialfa, “An Imaginative Tale of the Descendants of the Gods -
specifically Griffin. Griffin is a distant descendant of Ares and Hercules only known son. 13
years ago, he had fed the goddess, Hera's only son ambrosia, the nectar of the gods, while he
was an infant. This stole the infants mortality. As a result, Hera smote his parents. Now, 13 years
later, Zeus tells him the punishment can be reversed but only by Hera. This is Grif's story and
what he has to do to undue the damage done and restore his parents to life.”

elephant92, “Be true to yourself. I had the privilege of reading an early copy of this book, and I
cannot tell you how excited I am by the copy that went to print. TLC has created a wonderful
adventure that shows what friendship really means. Be true to yourself. Always. The journey is
worth it.”
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